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Abstract—The extraction of component line segments and circular arcs from freehand strokes along with their relations is a prerequisite for sketch understanding. Existing approaches usually take three stages to segment a stroke: first identifying segmentation points, then classifying the substroke between each pair of adjacent segmentation points, and, finally, obtaining graphical representations of substrokes by fitting graphical primitives to them. Since a stroke inevitably contains noises, the first stage may produce wrong or inaccurate segmentation points, resulting in the wrong substroke classification in the second stage and inaccurately fitted parameters in the third stage. To overcome the noise sensitivity of the three-stage method, the segmental homogeneity feature is emphasized in this paper. We propose a novel approach, which first extracts graphical primitives from a stroke by a connected segment growing from a seed-segment and then utilizes relationships between the primitives to refine their control parameters. We have conducted experiments using real-life strokes and compared the proposed approach with others. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is effective and robust.

Index Terms—Segmental homogeneity feature, sketch understanding, stroke recognition, stroke segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

GRAPhICAL objects are essential and frequently used for information representation in daily life and work. However, the input of graphical objects into computers is not convenient for most users, of course, not including proficient CAD drawers through much training. In common CAD software tools, users have to memorize many command strings, select and type one of them, or search through menus or buttons to choose specific ones, to generate their desired graphical objects, and it is awkward or confusing [1]. Alternatively, by taking advantage of pen-based computing [2], they could simply sketch graphical objects using an electronic pen on an electronic tablet or a paper, and the objects are recognized automatically by computer. It is natural and fluent. More importantly, it is identical with the right way people sketch on paper by pen. Due to its potential for use as a more natural alternative for entering graphical objects into computers, sketch recognition has attracted more research attention recently [3].

In fact, a sketch is composed of strokes. A stroke is a set of temporally ordered sampling points captured in a single sequence of pen-down, pen-move, and pen-up. To allow pen-input in a more natural way, one stroke may contain more than graphical primitives [4]–[6]. We define a substroke as a component of a stroke, which corresponds to a graphical primitive. According to the number of graphical primitives, a stroke can be classified into two categories: 1) a stroke with a single primitive (a single primitive stroke) and 2) a stroke with multiple primitives (a multiprimitive stroke). The graphical primitives are fitted to substrokes from a multiprimitive stroke or a single primitive stroke. The points representing graphical primitives are defined as their control points.

The primitives contained in strokes include line segments and circular arcs. The two types of primitives in a stroke may concatenate at their endpoints to form corners. They may smoothly connect with each other, e.g., a circular arc is tangent with a line segment or a circular arc. Thus, extracting component line segments and circular arcs from a stroke along with their relations is a prerequisite for achieving the best sketch understanding.

Existing approaches [4]–[6] to extracting graphical primitives from a stroke by the following three stages. 1) Segmentation point detection: a stroke is divided into several substrokes by locating segmentation points. 2) Substroke classification: each substroke is classified as a type of graphical primitive. 3) Substroke fitting: each substroke is fitted to a graphical primitive according to its type to obtain its control parameters.

A stroke inevitably contains noises, which come from two sources. One is the minor hand fluctuation during sketching, and the other is the digitizing error of the input device. The noise causes many false positives in segmentation point detection [6], whereas current approaches [4]–[9] are not robust enough to effectively extract graphical primitives from strokes with many noises. However, human can easily identify each substroke of a stroke, since each substroke is a homogeneous one regarding to its graphical feature. Based on this observation, the extraction of component line segments and circular arcs from freehand strokes along with their relations is a prerequisite for sketch understanding.
the segmental homogeneity feature is emphasized in this paper. Suppose a substroke is divided into equal-length segments and each segment is characterized using its homogeneity features, the difference among these segments becomes much smaller, which means the homogeneity features of segments within the same substroke are similar. These observations can help extract, fast and accurately, substrokes from a stroke. Consequently, this paper proposes a novel approach to extract graphical primitives from strokes based on the segmental homogeneity feature. The relations between primitives are determined based on a set of domain rules and are exploited to refine the control parameters of extracted graphical primitives for perfect visual representation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the previous work related to graphical primitive extraction from strokes and presents our analyses. Section III describes the definition of a seed-segment and the segment-growing algorithm based on it. Section IV applies the proposed approach to the extraction of graphical primitives from strokes and utilizes their relations to refine their control parameters. In Section V, detailed experimental results and performance analyses are reported, and some comparisons with other approaches are also given. Section VI draws our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing three-stage approaches to stroke segmentation first identify segmentation points. Approaches for detecting segmentation points can be classified into three classes according to their detection features.

1) Approaches based on speeds and curvatures of stroke points.

Calhoun et al. [7] identify segmentation points using both speeds and distance sign changes of stroke points. The distance sign is estimated using a window of points on either side of a current point.

The above approach works well for sketches with relatively low noise levels, but yields many false positives for noisy sketches. Thus, Davis [6] first employs an average-based filtering to reduce (but not eliminate) false positives, and then combines speed and curvature to identify segmentation points [8]. The average-based filtering looks for extremes only in areas of the speed and curvature that exceed the average value.

Although strokes can be usually smoothed with appropriate filters to suppress noisy points, it is difficult to select filters that work equally well for different strokes [9]. Too little smoothing leads to superfluous corners whereas excessive smoothing causes the disappearance of true corners [7].

2) Fuzzy logic approaches based on speeds, accelerations, directions, and angles of stroke points.

Strokes are segmented through finding obtuse and acute corner points and inflection points [4], [5], which are identified as segmentation points. These approaches exploit properties and fuzzy heuristic knowledge of segmentation points, which are related to speed and acceleration. The obtuse corner points are identified based on directional deviations of stroke points. The acute corner points are detected between two adjacent obtuse points, by an adaptive threshold and fuzzy knowledge, with respect to speeds, accelerations and linearity of stroke points. Inflection points are identified in terms of changes in convexity of stroke points.

3) Scale-space-based approaches.

Sezgin et al. [9] propose a scale-space based approach to increase segmentation point detection accuracy in noisy sketches. The approach is based on curvature and speed. It is to look at the number of segmentation points presented at different scales in the scale space, and to select a scale where most of the noise is filtered out. The feature count graph is modeled by fitting two lines to it: one to the region with the steep drop corresponding to places where the segmentation points disappear due to noise and the other to the flat region where real segmentation points disappear. The scale corresponding to the intersection of these two lines is taken. The approach is computationally intensive [7] and, thus, cannot satisfy the rapid requirement for stroke segmentation.

After identifying segmentation points, sub-strokes are classified to representing lines, circular arcs, or other graphical primitives. There are three kinds of approaches to classify sub-strokes according to their underlying techniques.

1) Approaches based on the least-squares fitting error (LSFE).

Calhoun et al. [7] compute LSFEs to a line and a circle for each substroke. A substroke is typically classified into the graphical primitive that matches with the least error. To be a valid circular arc, the subtending angle of the arc must be at least 15°.

Shpitalni and Lipson [10], based on the linear least-squares fitting to a conic section equation, utilize the equation’s natural property to classify strokes and identify lines, elliptic arcs, and corners composed of two lines with an optional fillet. The hyperbola form of the equation is used for corner detection.

2) Approaches based on length ratio.

For a substroke, Davis [6] compares the Euclidean distance between a pair of segmentation points and the accumulated arc length covered by the original substroke points. The ratio of the arc length to the Euclidean distance is very close to 1 for a linear region and significantly higher than 1 for a curved region. They approximate sub-strokes with the ratio higher than 1 using Bezier curves and do those with the ratio very close to 1 using line segments.

3) Approaches based on shape.

Qin et al. [5] classify a substroke as a line, a conic, or a free-form curve according to its linearity, convexity and complexity. A conic curve is further classified into a circle, a circular arc, an ellipse, or an elliptical arc using the weighted least-square fitting with some normalization techniques based on algebraic distances. When free-form curves are identified, B-spline curves are used to fit a set of stroke points.
There is much investigation [11]–[19] for segmenting the other kind of digital curves consisting of connected pixels. Those curves are detected from images scanned from paper drawings [11], [12], [16] or captured from other objects [13]–[15], [17]–[19]. These methods are not applicable to stroke segmentation because strokes consist of rather sparse points and contain more noisy points due to freehand sketching and digitization errors.

Previous related work on graphical primitive extraction from strokes does not provide complete information. They identify corners [1], [4], [6], [7], [9] and smooth joints of curves [5], but not tangent points between circular arcs and line segments or circular arcs, which are common and important in sketches. Line segments, circular arcs, Bezier curves, and B-spline curves are extracted from a stroke [4]–[7], [9], but their relations are not provided. Igarashi et al. [20] identify relations among strokes, including perpendicular, congruence, and symmetry. The strokes are all single primitives and only corresponding to line segments. Landay and Myers [21] also identify relations among strokes, including containing, near, vertical, and horizontal relations. In fact, the relations between the primitives in a stroke and the relations among strokes [9] are useful for sketch understanding.

We think a priori knowledge in segmental homogeneity features should be incorporated into the extraction process of sub-strokes. Obviously, this will improve the entirety of extraction results and greatly reduce noise sensitivity. Furthermore, the relationship between graphical primitives can be used to refine their control parameters. Thus, our approach is designed on the following principles.

- Line segments and circular arcs are extracted in their entireties, even if they are cornered or tangent to each other.
- A priori knowledge of graphical primitives can be incorporated effectively to improve the reliability of the graphical primitive extraction.
- The criteria of homogeneity should be noise insensitive.
- The relations between graphical primitives can be extracted and used to refine control parameters of the primitives.
- The extracted information should be represented as a compact structure for the subsequent sketch understanding.

III. DEFINITION AND GROWING OF SEED-SEGMENT

Due to digitizing errors and minor hand fluctuations, there are some unnecessary and inaccurate points in strokes, as shown in Fig. 1(a), which contains two strokes, i.e., $A'B'$ and $C'D'$, points $A'$ and $C'$ are points of pen-down, points $B'$ and $D'$ are ones of pen-up. Current graphical primitive extraction approaches based on segmentation point detection are prone to over-segmenting or under-segmenting strokes due to noisy points.

However, the human recognizes graphical primitives from a stroke mainly depending on their homogeneity of graphical features; that is to say, any two equal-length segments of the same sub-stroke have very similar graphical features, including a slope and an intercept for a line or a radius and a center for a circle or an arc. Following this observation, we propose to use a seed-segment, which can best represent the graphical feature of a sub-stroke, to identify the homogeneity feature of a substroke, and then extract the sub-stroke based on the seed-segment growing.

A. Definition of a Seed-Segment

A seed-segment is in fact a segment of the original stroke and is used to extract a sub-stroke. To define whether a segment can be a seed-segment, three homogeneity-related estimations for a segment are defined first.

1) The LSFE: LSFE is the smaller one between the line-fitting error and the circle-fitting error of the segment. It
indicates the membership extent of the segment being a straight-line segment or a circular arc.

2) Graphical Attributes (GAs): If the line fitting error is smaller, $k$ and $b$ are calculated according to formulas in the reference [11]; they are the slope and the intercept of a line equation $y = kx + b$, respectively. Otherwise, the circle fitting error is smaller, and $x_C$, $y_C$, and $r$ are calculated according to formulas in the [11], they are coordinates of center and the radius of a circle, respectively. $k$ and $b$ or $x_C$, $y_C$, and $r$ are graphical attributes of a segment.

3) Graphical Homogeneities (GHs): After dividing a segment into three equal-length subsegments, GHs are the maximum absolute differences of GAs $(k$ and $b$ for a line, or $x_C$, $y_C$, and $r$ for a circular arc) of the segment over those of the three subsegments. They reflect the extent of homogeneity of the segment’s graphical attributes. GHs for a line segment consist of $GH_k$ and $GH_b$. GHs for a circular arc consist of $GH_{x_c}$, $GH_{y_c}$, and $GH_r$.

**Definition 1:** A seed-segment is a segment of a stroke that can well represent the graphical feature of a substroke. It must satisfy the following two constraints simultaneously.

1) LSFE is smaller than or equal to a preset threshold, i.e., $\text{LSFE} \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{LSFE}}$.

2) GHs are smaller than or equal to a set of preset thresholds, i.e., $GH_k \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GH}_k}$, $GH_b \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GH}_b}$, or $GH_{x_c} \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GH}_{x_c}}$, $GH_{y_c} \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GH}_{y_c}}$, $GH_r \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GH}_r}$.

The thresholds, max LSFE and max GHs including max $GH_k$, max $GH_b$, or max $GH_{x_c}$, max $GH_{y_c}$, max $GH_r$, are preset by analyzing the substroke samples which represent graphical primitives. To determine these thresholds, we first manually collect many samples that are substrokes cropped from real-life strokes. Then, LSFE and GHs of each substroke are automatically calculated using the above definitions. Finally, max LSFE is set to be the maximum of all LSFEs, and max GHs is set to be the maximum of all GHs. Therefore, for each type of substrokes, there is a set of preset thresholds. We provide two sets of thresholds for the substrokes corresponding to line segments and the circular arcs, respectively, in Section IV.

According to the positional relationship between a segment and its corresponding substroke, a segment can be classified into three categories: the internal segment, the boundary segment, and the external segment, as shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, there are two substrokes $C'G''$ and $G''D'$ in stroke $CD'$ and the external segment is for the substroke $C'G''$. The definitions are as follows.

**Definition 2:** An internal segment is entirely inside the current substroke, which means all its subsegments are inside the substroke as well. A seed-segment must be an internal segment. A current substroke is the substroke being processed.

**Definition 3:** A boundary segment is partially inside the current substroke. There are at least one and at most two subsegments locating entirely inside the substroke.

**Definition 4:** An external segment is entirely outside the current substroke, but inside the stroke, which means all its subsegments are outside the current substroke, but inside the stroke.

Since LSFEs and GHs of different substrokes vary, after identifying a seed-segment which corresponding to a substroke, the classification thresholds of three categories of segments are calculated based on the seed-segment. Considering the impact from noisy points, the conditions for these segments are not as strict as those for the seed-segment. The thresholds are relaxed as $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = \text{LSEF} + \varepsilon_L$, $\text{max}_{\text{GH}_k} = \text{GH}_k + \varepsilon_{Gr}$, where $\varepsilon_L$ and $\varepsilon_{Gr}$ are small offsets from the LSFE and GHs of the seed-segment, respectively. $\varepsilon_{Gr}$ for a line includes $\varepsilon_{Gr_k}$, $\varepsilon_{Gr_b}$, and for a circular arc include $\varepsilon_{Gr_{x_c}}$, $\varepsilon_{Gr_{y_c}}$, $\varepsilon_{Gr_r}$. The internal segments should have similar graphical attributes with the seed-segment. For the line fitting process, $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = k + \varepsilon_{Gr_k}$, $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} = a - \varepsilon_{Gr_k}$, and $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = b + \varepsilon_{Gr_b}$, $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} = b - \varepsilon_{Gr_b}$ where $\varepsilon_{Gr_k}$ and $\varepsilon_{Gr_b}$ are small offsets from $k$ and $b$ of the seed-segment, respectively. For the circle fitting process, $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = x_c + \varepsilon_{Gr_{x_c}}$, $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} = x_c - \varepsilon_{Gr_{x_c}}$, $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = y_c + \varepsilon_{Gr_{y_c}}$, $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} = y_c - \varepsilon_{Gr_{y_c}}$, $\text{max}_{\text{LSFE}} = r + \varepsilon_{Gr_r}$, and $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} = r - \varepsilon_{Gr_r}$, where $\varepsilon_{Gr_{x_c}}$, $\varepsilon_{Gr_{y_c}}$, and $\varepsilon_{Gr_r}$ are small offsets from $x_c$, $y_c$, and $r$ of the seed-segment, respectively. Thus, during the seed-segment growing, a new segment (or subsegment) grows on the following three conditions: 1) $\text{LSFE} \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{LSFE}}$, 2) $\text{GHs} \leq \text{MAX}_{\text{GHs}}$, and 3) $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} \leq \text{LSFE} \leq \text{max}_{\text{LSFE}}$, or $\text{min}_{\text{LSFE}} \leq \text{LSFE} \leq \text{max}_{\text{LSFE}}$. There are many parameters and thresholds to extract substrokes from strokes. They are listed in Table I.

**B. Seed-Segment Growing**

To extract a substroke from a stroke, we first detect a seed-segment from the stroke and determine which type of graphical primitive it represents. Then, the seed-segment grows by merging successive connected internal segments and boundary segments until no more satisfactory segments can be found. After the growing terminates, the seed-segment, the internal segments and all the internal subsegments of the substroke are extracted.
boundary segments recorded during the growing form the substroke corresponding to a graphics primitive. The detailed algorithm of seed-segment growing is described as follows.

Step 1: Set the seed-segment as the active segment.

Step 2: Extract a forward segment candidate connected with the active segment.

Step 3: If the segment candidate is an internal segment, then set it as the active segment and return to Step 2.

Step 4: If the segment candidate is a boundary segment, then extract its internal subsegments.

Step 5: If the backward direction has not been processed, then repeat Steps 1–4 with changing the forward direction to the backward direction. Otherwise, go to Step 6.

Step 6: A complete substroke corresponding to a graphical primitive is attained.

### IV. EXTRACTION OF LINE SEGMENTS, CIRCULAR ARCS, AND THEIR RELATIONS

The segment length is critical to the overall performance since it directly affects the accuracy of resulting substrokes, the processing time and the boundary precision. Because the speed of pen varies when one sketches in a free way, each stroke is resampled using its minimum gap between original sample points. According to the relationship between the segment length and the substroke extraction performance (provided in Section V), we set the length of a segment to be 16 points, which achieves the best performance result. Furthermore, the thresholds for seed-segment growing are determined. The thresholds max_LSFE and max_GHs for line segments and circular arcs are calculated, respectively, after analyzing many samples. The thresholds for segment detection are set as follows: For the line fitting, \( \text{max}_\text{LSFE} = 4 \), \( \text{max}_\text{GH}_h = 0.01 \), and \( \text{max}_\text{GH}_b = 6 \); for the circle fitting, \( \text{max}_\text{LSFE} = 4 \), \( \text{max}_\text{GH}_c = 3 \), \( \text{max}_\text{GH}_y = 3 \), and \( \text{max}_\text{GH}_f = 4 \).

### A. Extraction of Line Segments and Circular Arcs Based on Seed-Segment Growing

We first identify a seed-segment using point-by-point detection in the stroke. After attaining a segment that satisfies two conditions of a seed-segment for line segments or for circular arcs, we set it as the seed-segment characterizing a substroke. Then, the LSFE, GHs, and GAs of the seed-segment are calculated. Thus, they are adaptive to the current seed-segment growing. For the line fitting process, \( \varepsilon_L = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_Gk = 0.01 \), \( \varepsilon_Gh = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_Gs = 0.02 \), and \( \varepsilon_Gf = 4 \). For the circle fitting process, \( \varepsilon_L = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_Gsc = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_Gyc = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_Gtr = 3 \), \( \varepsilon_Gs = 3 \), \( \varepsilon_Gy = 3 \), and \( \varepsilon_Gf = 4 \). Finally, we extract the substroke by growing the seed-segment using the algorithm stated in Section III-B. A group of connected internal segments and boundary segments are attained after the growing terminates. Therefore, the substroke is extracted as a group of connected homogeneous segments.

After extracting a substroke, we continue to scan the stroke for the next substroke by the above process until no seed-segment is detected from the stroke. Fig. 1(b) shows the detected substrokes from the strokes of Fig. 1(a), where the segments marked by solid rectangles and ellipses are the seed-segments of line segments and circular arcs, respectively. The internal segments and internal subsegments of boundary segments before a seed-segment are marked as dashed ones, those after the seed-segment marked as dotted ones. Although the substrokes contain some noisy points, they are all correctly detected since the extraction parameters are adaptive to each substroke. The sub-strokes \( \overrightarrow{AB'}, \overrightarrow{BC'}, \) and \( \overrightarrow{CD'} \) are extracted from stroke \( \overrightarrow{ABCD} \), and sub-strokes \( \overrightarrow{CEF}, \overrightarrow{GHI}, \) and \( \overrightarrow{JKL} \) from stroke \( \overrightarrow{JKLM} \) as shown in Fig. 1(b). If the fitted parameters of the seed-segment are used to achieve the corresponding graphics primitive, computational cost can be saved, but the not good result is attained. So, the fitted parameters of the detected segments and starting points and end points of the substroke are used to achieve the fitted result of the substroke. Fig. 1(c) shows the fitted results of the extracted substrokes in black overlapping the original strokes in

### TABLE I

PARAMETERS AND THRESHOLDS FOR EXTRACTING GRAPHICS PRIMITIVES FROM STROKES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed-segment detection</th>
<th>Segments Growing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max_LSFE = 4</td>
<td>max_LSFE = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_GH_h = 0.01</td>
<td>max_GH_d = GH_h + \varepsilon_Gk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_GH_b = 6</td>
<td>max_GH_c = GH_b + \varepsilon_Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_GH_c = 3</td>
<td>max_GH_x = GH_x + \varepsilon_Gx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_GH_x = 3</td>
<td>max_GH_y = GH_y + \varepsilon_Gy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_GH_f = 4</td>
<td>max_GH_r = GH_r + \varepsilon_Gr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| k          | max_k = k + \varepsilon_sk |
| b          | max_b = b + \varepsilon_sb |
| x_c        | max_x_c = x_c + \varepsilon_sxc |
| y_c        | max_y_c = y_c + \varepsilon_syc |
| r          | max_r = r + \varepsilon_sr |

\( \varepsilon_sl = 2 \), \( \varepsilon_sk = 0.02 \), \( \varepsilon_sb = 4 \), \( \varepsilon_sxc = 3 \), \( \varepsilon_syc = 3 \), and \( \varepsilon_ssr = 4 \).
green. The fitted line segments $A^pB^q$ and $I^pI^q$, and the fitted arcs $F^{p''}C^{p'''}$ and $J^{q''}I^{q'''}$ are shown in Fig. 1(c).

### B. Determination of the Relations Between the Primitives

After extracting graphical primitives from a stroke, the relationship between two adjacent primitives can be determined using some rules [11].

1) **If two adjacent primitives are both straight lines, and their inclinations is equal or close to 90°, the two lines are perpendicular and their relation is labeled as LLI. The inclinations tolerance is set as ±4° in terms of statistical analysis.** We manually collected twenty samples that are pairs of perpendicular lines. Their inclinations are automatically calculated. The tolerance is set to be the maximum absolute value of all differences.

2) **If they are both circular arcs, the distance between their centers is calculated. If the distance is equal or close to the sum of their radii, the two arcs are externally tangent to each other and their relation is labeled as LAT.** The distance tolerance is set to be the maximum of absolute differences between centers and lines are automatically calculated. The tolerance is set to be the maximum of distances.

3) **If one primitive is a straight line and the other is a circular arc, the distance from the center of the circular arc to the straight line is calculated. If the distance is equal or close to the radius of the circular arc, the straight line is tangent to the circular arc and their relation is labeled as LAT.** Otherwise, they intersect each other and their relation is labeled as LLI. The inclinations tolerance is set as ±4° in terms of statistical analysis. We manually collected twenty samples that are pairs of perpendicular lines. Their inclinations are automatically calculated. The tolerance is set to be the maximum absolute value of all differences.

4) **If a line is tangent to a circular arc, let $D$ be the distance between the line and the center point of the arc, let $R$ be the radius of the arc, let $P$ be the perpendicular point from the center to the line.** If the difference between $D$ and $R$ is 0, then the line is extended or/and shorten to $P$, and the arc also does so. If the difference is not 0, then the arc is moved with a minimum distance to a new center to make the $D$ is equal to $R$. Then we extend or/and short the line or/and the arc. If an arc is tangent to a line, the line is moved in order to avoid moving its previous primitive.

The line segments close to the horizontal or vertical direction are identified according to an inclination tolerance. The tolerance is set as ±4° in terms of statistical analysis. We manually collected twenty samples that are horizontal line segments. Their inclinations to $x$ axis are automatically calculated. The tolerance is set to be the maximum of the absolute values of inclinations. The vertical inclinations tolerance is set by analyzing line segments close to the vertical direction as the same way.

Control parameters of adjacent primitives in a stroke can be refined according to their relations and characteristics. The control parameters of a line are starting coordinates and end coordinates, while those of an arc are the coordinates of its center, radius, starting coordinates, end coordinates, starting angle to the $+$X axis (let the direction of arc be counter-clockwise), and end angle to the $+$X axis. They are adjusted with the following rules.

1) **Horizontal and vertical lines are first adjusted.** If a line is horizontal, then $y$ values of two end points are averaged, the average value is used to replace $y$ values of two end points. If a line is vertical, then $x$ values of two end points are averaged, the average value is used to replace $x$ values of two end points.

2) Each pair of intersection graphics primitives is then adjusted. Two adjacent end points of a pair of primitives are replaced using their intersection point.

3) Each pair of concentric circles or arcs or a circle and an arc is then adjusted. Two center points are replaced using their averaged point.

4) If a line is tangent to a circular arc, let $D$ be the distance between the line and the center point of the arc, let $R$ be the radius of the arc, let $P$ be the perpendicular point from the center to the line. If the difference between $D$ and $R$ is 0, then the line is extended or/and shorten to $P$, and the arc also does so. If the difference is not 0, then the arc is moved with a minimum distance to a new center to make the $D$ is equal to $R$. Then we extend or/and short the line or/and the arc. If an arc is tangent to a line, the line is moved in order to avoid moving its previous primitive.
5) If an arc is external tangent to another arc, let R1 and R2 be their radii, and let D be the distance of their center points, let P be the tangent point. If the D is equal to the sum, then the arcs extended or shorten to P. If the D is not equal to the sum of R1 and R2, then the second arc is moved to a new center to make the D is equal to the sum of R1 and R2.

6) If an arc is internal tangent to another arc, let R1 and R2 be their radii, and let D be the distance of their center points, let P be the tangent point. If the D is equal to the difference of R1 and R2, then the arcs extended or shorten to P. If the D is not equal to the difference of R1 and R2, then the second arc is moved to a new center to make the D is equal to the difference.

After extracting the information of substrokes from each stroke, the relations between two adjacent boundary graphical primitives in two neighboring strokes with a smaller gap and those between two not adjacent primitives in different strokes can be determined using the above-described rules. The gap tolerance is set as four pixels according to statistical analysis. We manually collected twenty samples that are pairs of adjacent boundary graphical primitives in two neighboring strokes. Their distances between adjacent points of adjacent boundary graphical primitives are automatically calculated. The tolerance is set to be the maximum of distances. Two involved boundary graphical primitives are adjusted with rules 2, 4, and 5 mentioned above to adjust graphics primitives in strokes. Fig. 1(d) shows the refined graphical primitives in black for fitted ones of Fig. 1(c).

C. Constructing the Hierarchical Network of a Sketch for Compact Representation

With substrokes’ types, fitted parameters, control parameters, attributes, and the relations between graphical primitives, a stroke can, thus, be compactly represented using an associated network. In the network of a stroke, a node represents the type, fitted parameters, control parameters, and attributes of a substroke while a link between two nodes represents the relations between the two graphical primitives. The type of a substroke is either line or arc. The fitted parameters for a line include \( k \) and \( b \), while those for a circle include \( x_c \), \( y_c \), and \( r \). The control parameters for a line segment include starting coordinates and end ones, while those for a circular arc include center, radius, starting coordinates, end coordinates, starting angle, and end angle. The relations between two graphical primitives include: 1) LLI: nonperpendicular intersection between lines; 2) LLPer: perpendicular intersection between lines; 3) LLPar: parallel between straight lines; 4) AAI: intersection between arcs; 5) AATI: internal tangency between two arcs; 6) AATE: external tangency between two arcs; 7) AAC (ACC, CAC, or CCC): concentric between circular arcs (circles); 8) LAI (ALI): intersection between a line and an arc; 9) LAT (ALT): tangency between a line and an arc.

A sequence of strokes composes a sketch, which can, thus, be represented as a hierarchical structure after constructing the associated network of strokes. In the network, the top-level object is the sketch, which in turn consists of strokes and their relations locating the second level. Substrokes extracted from strokes become the third-level objects. Two adjacent graphical primitives in the same stroke share a common point, by which they are associated. The two adjacent strokes are also associated at a common boundary point. The fourth-level objects in the network are control points. Fig. 3 shows an associated network constructed from the sketch shown in Fig. 1.

Therefore, the associated network of a sketch satisfies the requirement of a compact representation of a sketch as a bridge from stroke recognition to sketch understanding. It can provide sufficient information for extracting lexical, syntactic, and semantic information in subsequent phases for sketch understanding [22].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Based on the proposed approach, a software prototype has been developed in Visual C++ R6.0 by authors. This section presents performance evaluation in terms of experimental results with real-life sketches and quantitative analyses based on ground-truth data.
A. Experimental Results

Many sketches have been tested on our software prototype. The SoundWay Pen [23], from Beijing ChineseStar Cyber Technology Limited, is used to sketch graphical objects on paper, and the point coordinates for each stroke are captured by the prototype. Pen positions are sampled at 60 points/s and at 100 dpi.

To make a quantitative evaluation on the extracted results, the ground-truth data are used as a reference. As the ground-truth graphical primitives cannot be obtained by any automatic processing, they [Fig. 1(d), Fig. 4(b), Fig. 5(b), and Fig. 6(b)] are manually detected by a professional engineer. They are displayed in blue color overlapping on the original stroke in green.

The discrepancy between the extracted graphical primitives and the ground-truth ones can be used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. A substantial disagreement of the object number indicates a large discrepancy between the ground-truth ones and the detected ones. The graphical primitive detection error (GPDE) indicating the relative percent of the wrongly detected graphical primitives over the ground-truth ones is employed. The GPDE is defined as

$$\text{GPDE} = \frac{|N_r - N_c|}{N_r} \times 100\%$$

where $N_c$ is the number of the correctly detected graphical primitives and $N_r$ is the number of the detected ones. The smaller the GPDE is, the better the detection rate is. Distance errors of control points of detected primitives over those of reference ones also provide useful discrepancy measures. The maximum control point discrepancy (CPDE) characterizing the maximum
distance error between the control points of detected primitives and those of ground-truth ones is employed. The CPDM is defined as

$$\text{CPDM} = \max(D_i)$$

where \(D_i\) is the distance between a control point of a correctly detected graphical primitive and its corresponding control point of the ground-truth one. If a substroke is wrongly detected, \(D_i\) is the maximum distance between all points on a line segment or a circular arc detected and a circular arc or a line as referenced one. The smaller CPDM is, the higher the extraction accuracy is.

The evaluation results of extracted graphical primitives, e.g., Fig. 1(d), Fig. 4(b), Fig. 5(b), and Fig. 6(b), compared with the ground-truth graphical primitives, e.g., Fig. 1(d), Fig. 4(b), Fig. 5(b), and Fig. 6(b), are given in Table II.

Table II demonstrates that the detection error and extraction discrepancy of the proposed approach is low. Our test data set not listed in Table II has 83 sketches containing 1023 strokes and 4320 substrokes. Actually, their GPDE and CPDM are below 15% and eight pixels, respectively.

The processing time is another important performance index. Table II lists the processing time (tested on a PC with PIII 1150-Mhz CPU and 256 M RAM) of extracting graphical primitives in several sketches. Our test data set, maximum time for extracted primitives is smaller than 0.012 s. We find that the processing time is proportional to the number of graphical primitives, but not the number of strokes. This is because we use the scanning scheme to detect the seed-segments, which passes the noninteresting segments quickly.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Number of strokes</th>
<th>Number of primitives</th>
<th>GPDE</th>
<th>CPDM (pixels)</th>
<th>Time for each primitive (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(Figure 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(Figure 4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(Figure 5)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(Figure 6)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment length (points)</th>
<th>GPDE</th>
<th>CPDM (pixels)</th>
<th>Processing time (seconds)</th>
<th>Boundary scale (points)</th>
<th>SSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV

### B. Segment Length Selection

The segment length is a major parameter in the proposed approach. It impacts the performance in three aspects: the accuracy of resulting graphical primitives, the processing time, and the boundary scale. Generally, a smaller segment (as long as it is) will increase accuracy of detected graphical primitives, but it takes much more processing time and is more sensitive to noisy points. Since the boundaries of detected sub-strokes are approximated using the segments and subsegments, smaller segments are sure to produce more precise boundaries. To determine which segment size is the best, we design a segment size priority (SSP) computation as follows:

$$\text{SSP} = 1 - (\alpha \times \text{Error} + \beta \times \text{Time} + \gamma \times \text{Boundary Scale})$$
where $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the performance weights of the substroke error, the processing time, and the boundary approximation scale, respectively. The higher the SSP, the higher the extraction accuracy. Since the aim of our application is to identify the substrokes and to fit them and determine their relations, the substroke accuracy is important. The processing time is also important to meet the rapid processing requirement for sketch recognition application. However, the boundary approximation scale is less important because small approximation errors do not affect the fitting parameter estimation and relationship determination. Therefore, we set $\alpha = 0.4$, $\beta = 0.4$, and $\gamma = 0.2$ in our segment size selection. When calculating SSP, each performance value is divided by the maximum of its column to be normalized into $[0, 1]$.

Table III shows the performance profiles for Fig. 1 when the subsegment length varies from five to eight points, where the subsegment length must be larger than three since at least three points not lying on the same line determine a circle. The boundary approximation scale is the same as the length of a subsegment. The result is that the SSP corresponding to six points reaches the highest. Many other profiles of sketches validate this. Therefore, we set the subsegment length to be six points in our approach, and the segment length is 16 points.

C. Comparisons With Other Approaches

Fig. 7 shows graphical primitive extraction results using two other methods. Fig. 7(a) shows the segmentation points detected from the sketch of Fig. 1(a) using the speed-threshold approach [7]. In order to extract the substrokes correctly, a post-processing is necessary to delete some false positives. For example, Davis [6] uses an average-based filter to reduce false positives. But it is difficult to choose an appropriate filter that will achieve satisfactory results for all strokes in a sketch. Fig. 7(b) shows the segmentation points detected from the sketch of Fig. 1(a) using the distance sign change approach [7]. A post-processing is performed to delete some false positives. Due to the point-level operation, the two substrokes contain some noisy points and have less accurate boundaries. Comparing with the graphical primitives shown in Fig. 1(d), we find that our proposed approach produces more satisfactory results.

The proposed approach and four other approaches are further compared in eight aspects, including processing level, utilization of a priori knowledge, result type, post processing burden, noise sensitivity, computational cost, primitive recognition accuracy, and primitive distance accuracy. The other four approaches are the speed-threshold approach [7], the distance sign change approach [7], the fuzzy logical approach [4], [5], and the multiscale-based approach [9]. The comparison results among these approaches and our proposed approach are listed in Table IV, which shows that our proposed approach possesses more advantages than other approaches, especially in the substroke accuracy and the noise insensitivity. Therefore, the proposed approach can achieve satisfactory results for extracting line segments and circular arcs in strokes, even in noisy conditions.

D. Discussions

With the experimental results and performance analyses, we conclude that the proposed approach has four major advantages.

1) Using segmental homogeneity features instead of using the local feature of points, this approach is neither sensitive to the inhomogeneous graphical features in the point level nor sensitive to the local noises.

2) The segment growing is able to directly obtain the entire substroke; therefore, no post processing is needed.

3) The extraction thresholds are adaptive to each substroke; therefore, the proposed approach can extract different types of substrokes in the same stroke.

4) The control parameters of primitives are attained using fitted results and their relations. So, the accuracy of graphical primitive extraction is greatly improved and a
perfect visual representation for rough sketches can be attained.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the segmental homogeneity feature, including the LSPE, the graphical attributes, and the graphical homogeneity, to improve the adaptability to the graphical nonhomogeneity in the point level. This paper further proposes a seeded-segment growing algorithm based on the segmental graphical homogeneity feature. With this algorithm, one can successfully detect substrokes in their entireties even with the interference of noisy points. The proposed approach is applied to the extraction of graphical primitives corresponding to substrokes in strokes. Identifying graphical primitives in the segment level rather than in the point level improves the extraction accuracy and efficiency. The accurate substrokes act as the starting points for their fitting. Fitted results and their relations are used to calculate the control parameters of graphical primitives, which further improves accuracy. Complete information of graphical primitives is finally engaged to construct a hierarchical network for a sketch.

We have tested the proposed approach using many real-life sketches on our software prototype. The performance analyses are reported in detail, including the experimental results, the performance evaluation, and the comparison with other methods. The analyses confirm that the proposed approach is effective and robust.
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